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Do you want beneficial technologies being shaped by your ideas? Whether in the areas of mobility solutions, consumer goods, industrial
technology or energy and building technology – with us, you will have the chance to improve quality of life all across the globe. Welcome to
Bosch.
The Corporate Sector Research and Advance Engineering is in charge of designing, testing and exploring systems, components and technologies. Our
innovations consistently aim to achieve an improvement in the quality of life.  Renningen, near Stuttgart, is the new hub of the Bosch Group’s global
research and advance engineering activities. Here around 1,600 employees from the center for research and advance engineering will develop new
materials, methods, and technologies, along with new systems, components, and production processes.

Your contribution to something big What distinguishes you

You are going to work in a motivated team of scientists and engineers
with close contact to worldwide leading universities and research
institutes. Subject of your work is the quantum mechanical simulation of
battery materials to understand degradation mechanisms and derive
possible counter-measures. You will do this by:
 Setup of appropriate atomistic models of the battery
 material
 Study the thermodynamics and kinetics of the atomistic
 models by means of density functional theory (DFT)
 Discuss your results with scientists in the laboratory

 You are studying physics, chemistry, materials science, or
 a similar field with above average success
 You have experience with quantum mechanics
 You have a keen interest in solid state physics
 You show initiative and have a systematic way of working
 You have the ability to work independently as well as
 within a team

Requirement for this thesis being enrolled in university. Please attach
your examination regulations and when indicated work permit and legal
alien resident.

Start: according to prior agreement
Length of this thesis: 6 months

For more information please contact Mr. Ziebarth.
Tel.: +49(0)711/811-6239

Your future job location offers you
Benefits & Services, Parking, Health & Sport, Catering, Childcare, Company medical service, Employee discounts, Traffic and transport, Room for
creativity, Rural surroundings, Flexible worktime options
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